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For immediate release

Neither the Other or Myself
Lauren Simkin Berke

August 3 – August 20, 2017

Opening Reception: August 3rd, 6-8pm
DUMBO’s First Thursday Art Walk: August 3rd, 6-8pm

A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce Neither the Other or Myself, an 
exhibition by Alumnae Artist Lauren Simkin Berke. Berke will be 
showing a new body of work, a collection of large painted 
portraits of the artist’s mother. This is Berke’s fi�h solo exhibition 
in New York City (their third at A.I.R. Gallery). 

Neither the Other or Myself contains seven large paintings created 
between 2016 and 2017. These paintings depict the artist’s 
mother, Carol F. Simkin (1949-2011). Consistent with Berke’s 
earlier painted work, these portraits are painted enlargements of 
small freehand ink drawings. Unlike Berke’s earlier paintings, this 
new series has been created with a much looser hand.

The portraits show the artist’s mother from childhood through adulthood. The reference material used includes both photographs taken 
by family members, and the artist themself. The exhibition is comprised of seven portrait paintings. Four of the seven paintings in the 
exhibition are diptychs, in which one half depicts the figure as captured in photographs, and the other half displays enlarged replicas of 
the subject’s to-do lists. 

Lauren Simkin Berke is based in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. They received an M.F.A. in Illustration as Visual Essay from the School of Visual 
Arts in 2003, and a B.A. in Anthropology from Cornell University in 2001. Berke works as a freelance illustrator, drawing for clients such as 
The New York Times , Simon & Schuster, and Rémy Martin. Recent exhibits include Grand Vocabulary at The Delaware Contemporary 
(2016),_WhatWePrintAboutWhenWePrintAboutLove_ at Ceres Gallery, and Small Items Enclosed at Foley Gallery in 2014. 

For more on the artist, visit www.simkinberke.com. 

Lauren Simke Berke, And What?, 2017, Acrylic on Canvas, 40 in x 40 in. 


